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GOODMAN VALENTINE
Fundamental Solutions and Local Solvability for Nonsmooth
Hörmander’s Operators American Mathematical Soc.
Game Theory through Examples is a thorough introduction to
elementary game theory, covering ﬁnite games with complete
information. The core philosophy underlying this volume is that
abstract concepts are best learned when encountered ﬁrst (and
repeatedly) in concrete settings. Thus, the essential ideas of
game theory are here presented in the context of actual games,
real games much more complex and rich than the typical toy
examples. All the fundamental ideas are here: Nash equilibria,
backward induction, elementary probability, imperfect
information, extensive and normal form, mixed and behavioral
strategies. The active-learning, example-driven approach makes
the text suitable for a course taught through problem solving.
Students will be thoroughly engaged by the extensive classroom
exercises, compelling homework problems, and nearly sixty
projects in the text. Also available are approximately eighty Java
applets and three dozen Excel spreadsheets in which students
can play games and organize information in order to acquire a gut
feeling to help in the analysis of the games. Mathematical
exploration is a deep form of play; that maxim is embodied in this
book. Game Theory through Examples is a lively introduction to
this appealing theory. Assuming only high school prerequisites
makes the volume especially suitable for a liberal arts or general
education spirit-of-mathematics course. It could also serve as the
active-learning supplement to a more abstract text in an upperdivision game theory course.
American Mathematical Soc.
The little -disks operad, , along with its variants, is an important

tool in homotopy theory. It is deﬁned in terms of conﬁgurations of
disjoint -dimensional disks inside the standard unit disk in and it
was initially conceived for detecting and understanding -fold loop
spaces. Its many uses now stretch across a variety of disciplines
including topology, algebra, and mathematical physics. In this
paper, the authors develop the details of Kontsevich's proof of the
formality of little -disks operad over the ﬁeld of real numbers.
More precisely, one can consider the singular chains on as well as
the singular homology of . These two objects are operads in the
category of chain complexes. The formality then states that there
is a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms connecting these two operads.
The formality also in some sense holds in the category of
commutative diﬀerential graded algebras. The authors
additionally prove a relative version of the formality for the
inclusion of the little -disks operad in the little -disks operad when
.
Homological Mirror Symmetry for the Quartic Surface
American Mathematical Soc.
The author develops a homology theory for Smale spaces, which
include the basics sets for an Axiom A diﬀeomorphism. It is based
on two ingredients. The ﬁrst is an improved version of Bowen's
result that every such system is the image of a shift of ﬁnite type
under a ﬁnite-to-one factor map. The second is Krieger's
dimension group invariant for shifts of ﬁnite type. He proves a
Lefschetz formula which relates the number of periodic points of
the system for a given period to trace data from the action of the
dynamics on the homology groups. The existence of such a theory
was proposed by Bowen in the 1970s.
The Irreducible Subgroups of Exceptional Algebraic Groups R&L
Education
This paper is a contribution to the study of the subgroup structure

of excep-tional algebraic groups over algebraically closed ﬁelds of
arbitrary characteristic. Following Serre, a closed subgroup of a
semisimple algebraic group G is called irreducible if it lies in no
proper parabolic subgroup of G. In this paper we com-plete the
classiﬁcation of irreducible connected subgroups of exceptional
algebraic groups, providing an explicit set of representatives for
the conjugacy classes of such subgroups. Many consequences of
this classiﬁcation are also given. These include results concerning
the representations of such subgroups on various G-modules: for
example, the conjugacy classes of irreducible connected
subgroups are determined by their composition factors on the
adjoint module of G, with one exception. A result of Liebeck and
Testerman shows that each irreducible connected sub-group X of
G has only ﬁnitely many overgroups and hence the overgroups of
X form a lattice. We provide tables that give representatives of
each conjugacy class of connected overgroups within this lattice
structure. We use this to prove results concerning the subgroup
structure of G: for example, when the characteristic is 2, there
exists a maximal connected subgroup of G containing a conjugate
of every irreducible subgroup A1 of G.
On Sudakov’s Type Decomposition of Transference Plans
with Norm Costs American Mathematical Soc.
Let be a simple classical algebraic group over an algebraically
closed ﬁeld of characteristic with natural module . Let be a closed
subgroup of and let be a nontrivial -restricted irreducible tensor
indecomposable rational -module such that the restriction of to is
irreducible. In this paper the authors classify the triples of this
form, where and is a disconnected almost simple positivedimensional closed subgroup of acting irreducibly on . Moreover,
by combining this result with earlier work, they complete the
classiﬁcation of the irreducible triples where is a simple algebraic
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group over , and is a maximal closed subgroup of positive
dimension.
Imprimitive Irreducible Modules for Finite Quasisimple Groups
American Mathematical Soc.
The Cuntz semigroup of a -algebra is an important invariant in the
structure and classiﬁcation theory of -algebras. It captures more
information than -theory but is often more delicate to handle. The
authors systematically study the lattice and category theoretic
aspects of Cuntz semigroups. Given a -algebra , its (concrete)
Cuntz semigroup is an object in the category of (abstract) Cuntz
semigroups, as introduced by Coward, Elliott and Ivanescu. To
clarify the distinction between concrete and abstract Cuntz
semigroups, the authors call the latter -semigroups. The authors
establish the existence of tensor products in the category and
study the basic properties of this construction. They show that is
a symmetric, monoidal category and relate with for certain
classes of -algebras. As a main tool for their approach the authors
introduce the category of pre-completed Cuntz semigroups. They
show that is a full, reﬂective subcategory of . One can then easily
deduce properties of from respective properties of , for example
the existence of tensor products and inductive limits. The
advantage is that constructions in are much easier since the
objects are purely algebraic.
Optimal Regularity and the Free Boundary in the Parabolic
Signorini Problem American Mathematical Soc.
Competency-Based Education introduces educators to a new
model for anytime, anywhere schooling and provides tools and
curriculum resources for redesigning the traditional structures of
K–12 schools. Based on pioneering work across multiple states,
the book shows how educators can design central elements of
competency-based education—including performance tasks,
personal learning plans, and grading systems—to meet the needs
and interests of all students. Rose L. Colby provides critical tools
for creating these elements in collaborative teams and engaging
stakeholders such as educators, parents, and community
members. The book incorporates case studies and voices from
the ﬁeld, and examines the variety of competency models that
schools have adopted, highlighting the beneﬁts for students.
Competency-Based Education provides a much-needed resource
at a time when states, districts, and schools are working to
implement competency-based models and experimenting with
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new accountability systems that include evidence of learning
beyond standardized tests.
Respect for Teachers American Mathematical Soc.
The Kronecker coeﬃcient is the multiplicity of the -irreducible in
the restriction of the -irreducible via the natural map , where are vector spaces and . A fundamental open problem in algebraic
combinatorics is to ﬁnd a positive combinatorial formula for these
coeﬃcients. The authors construct two quantum objects for this
problem, which they call the nonstandard quantum group and
nonstandard Hecke algebra. They show that the nonstandard
quantum group has a compact real form and its representations
are completely reducible, that the nonstandard Hecke algebra is
semisimple, and that they satisfy an analog of quantum SchurWeyl duality.
Reaching Outward and Upward American Mathematical Soc.
The authors study algebras of singular integral operators on R and
nilpotent Lie groups that arise when considering the composition
of Calderón-Zygmund operators with diﬀerent homogeneities,
such as operators occuring in sub-elliptic problems and those
arising in elliptic problems. These algebras are characterized in a
number of diﬀerent but equivalent ways: in terms of kernel
estimates and cancellation conditions, in terms of estimates of
the symbol, and in terms of decompositions into dyadic sums of
dilates of bump functions. The resulting operators are pseudolocal and bounded on for . . While the usual class of CalderónZygmund operators is invariant under a one-parameter family of
dilations, the operators studied here fall outside this class, and
reﬂect a multi-parameter structure.
Curvature: A Variational Approach Elsevier
The author discusses in which sense general metric measure
spaces possess a ﬁrst order diﬀerential structure. Building on this,
spaces with Ricci curvature bounded from below a second order
calculus can be developed, permitting the author to deﬁne
Hessian, covariant/exterior derivatives and Ricci curvature.
Weakly Modular Graphs and Nonpositive Curvature American
Mathematical Soc.
Set theory is an autonomous and sophisticated ﬁeld of
mathematics that is extremely successful at analyzing
mathematical propositions and gauging their consistency
strength. It is as a ﬁeld of mathematics that both proceeds with
its own internal questions and is capable of contextualizing over a
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broad range, which makes set theory an intriguing and highly
distinctive subject. This handbook covers the rich history of
scientiﬁc turning points in set theory, providing fresh insights and
points of view. Written by leading researchers in the ﬁeld, both
this volume and the Handbook as a whole are deﬁnitive reference
tools for senior undergraduates, graduate students and
researchers in mathematics, the history of philosophy, and any
discipline such as computer science, cognitive psychology, and
artiﬁcial intelligence, for whom the historical background of his or
her work is a salient consideration Serves as a singular
contribution to the intellectual history of the 20th century
Contains the latest scholarly discoveries and interpretative
insights
Tensor Products and Regularity Properties of Cuntz
Semigroups American Mathematical Soc.
The authors consider the original strategy proposed by Sudakov
for solving the Monge transportation problem with norm cost with
, probability measures in and absolutely continuous w.r.t. . The
key idea in this approach is to decompose (via disintegration of
measures) the Kantorovich optimal transportation problem into a
family of transportation problems in , where are disjoint regions
such that the construction of an optimal map is simpler than in
the original problem, and then to obtain by piecing together the
maps . When the norm is strictly convex, the sets are a family of dimensional segments determined by the Kantorovich potential
called optimal rays, while the existence of the map is
straightforward provided one can show that the disintegration of
(and thus of ) on such segments is absolutely continuous w.r.t.
the -dimensional Hausdorﬀ measure. When the norm is not
strictly convex, the main problems in this kind of approach are
two: ﬁrst, to identify a suitable family of regions on which the
transport problem decomposes into simpler ones, and then to
prove the existence of optimal maps. In this paper the authors
show how these diﬃculties can be overcome, and that the original
idea of Sudakov can be successfully implemented. The results
yield a complete characterization of the Kantorovich optimal
transportation problem, whose straightforward corollary is the
solution of the Monge problem in each set and then in . The
strategy is suﬃciently powerful to be applied to other optimal
transportation problems.
Game Theory through Examples American Mathematical Soc.
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The authors develop a complete local theory for CR embedded
submanifolds of CR manifolds in a way which parallels the Ricci
calculus for Riemannian submanifold theory. They deﬁne a normal
tractor bundle in the ambient standard tractor bundle along the
submanifold and show that the orthogonal complement of this
bundle is not canonically isomorphic to the standard tractor
bundle of the submanifold. By determining the subtle relationship
between submanifold and ambient CR density bundles the
authors are able to invariantly relate these two tractor bundles,
and hence to invariantly relate the normal Cartan connections of
the submanifold and ambient manifold by a tractor analogue of
the Gauss formula. This also leads to CR analogues of the Gauss,
Codazzi, and Ricci equations. The tractor Gauss formula includes
two basic invariants of a CR embedding which, along with the
submanifold and ambient curvatures, capture the jet data of the
structure of a CR embedding. These objects therefore form the
basic building blocks for the construction of local invariants of the
embedding. From this basis the authors develop a broad calculus
for the construction of the invariants and invariant diﬀerential
operators of CR embedded submanifolds. The CR invariant tractor
calculus of CR embeddings is developed concretely in terms of
the Tanaka-Webster calculus of an arbitrary (suitably adapted)
ambient contact form. This enables straightforward and explicit
calculation of the pseudohermitian invariants of the embedding
which are also CR invariant. These are extremely diﬃcult to ﬁnd
and compute by more naïve methods. The authors conclude by
establishing a CR analogue of the classical Bonnet theorem in
Riemannian submanifold theory.
Wesleyan University, 1910–1970 American Mathematical Soc.
This work is devoted to the study of rates of convergence of the
empirical measures μn=1n∑nk=1δXk, n≥1, over a sample
(Xk)k≥1 of independent identically distributed real-valued random
variables towards the common distribution μ in Kantorovich
transport distances Wp. The focus is on ﬁnite range bounds on the
expected Kantorovich distances E(Wp(μn,μ)) or [E(Wpp(μn,μ))]1/p
in terms of moments and analytic conditions on the measure μ
and its distribution function. The study describes a variety of
rates, from the standard one 1n√ to slower rates, and both lower
and upper-bounds on E(Wp(μn,μ)) for ﬁxed n in various instances.
Order statistics, reduction to uniform samples and analysis of
beta distributions, inverse distribution functions, log-concavity are

main tools in the investigation. Two detailed appendices collect
classical and some new facts on inverse distribution functions and
beta distributions and their densities necessary to the
investigation.
Overgroups of Root Groups in Classical Groups American
Mathematical Soc.
The authors consider operators of the form in a bounded domain
of where are nonsmooth Hörmander's vector ﬁelds of step such
that the highest order commutators are only Hölder continuous.
Applying Levi's parametrix method the authors construct a local
fundamental solution for and provide growth estimates for and its
ﬁrst derivatives with respect to the vector ﬁelds. Requiring the
existence of one more derivative of the coeﬃcients the authors
prove that also possesses second derivatives, and they deduce
the local solvability of , constructing, by means of , a solution to
with Hölder continuous . The authors also prove estimates on this
solution.
On the Spectra of Quantum Groups American Mathematical Soc.
As the year 2013 and the ﬁftieth anniversary of the University of
Victoria approaches, Ian MacPherson oﬀers a comprehensive
history of one of Canada's most progressive and visually beautiful
campuses. A reﬂection on the people, history, and legacy of UVic once known as Victoria College, a satellite of McGill University Reaching Outward and Upward brings ﬁve decades of learning to
life. From its beginnings in 1963, serving a mere handful of
students in a hastily developed site, UVic has grown to become
one of Canada's leading universities serving over 20,000 students
on one of Canada's most stunning university campuses. Ian
MacPherson examines how this transformation took place despite
some diﬃcult phases and all the challenges that accompany
institutional transitions - the development of new faculties,
growing student numbers, struggles over funding, equity issues,
and computerisation. He looks at the university's development
during the presidencies of Howard Petch (1975-1990), David
Strong (1990-2000), and David Turpin (2000-present), and
suggests that new ways of knowing changed established
disciplines and created new alliances among students and faculty
and led to the creation of the numerous research centres for
which Uvic is well-known. A visually rich book, including pictures,
quotations, and sidebars, Reaching Outward and Upward is above
all a story of the communities - on-campus, oﬀ-campus, local,
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national, international, physical, and electronic - that together
form the University of Victoria.
Formality of the Little $N$-disks Operad American
Mathematical Soc.
In this paper the authors ﬁrst develop various enhancements of
the theory of spectral invariants of Hamiltonian Floer homology
and of Entov-Polterovich theory of spectral symplectic quasistates and quasi-morphisms by incorporating bulk deformations,
i.e., deformations by ambient cycles of symplectic manifolds, of
the Floer homology and quantum cohomology. Essentially the
same kind of construction is independently carried out by Usher in
a slightly less general context. Then the authors explore various
applications of these enhancements to the symplectic topology,
especially new construction of symplectic quasi-states, quasimorphisms and new Lagrangian intersection results on toric and
non-toric manifolds. The most novel part of this paper is its use of
open-closed Gromov-Witten-Floer theory and its variant involving
closed orbits of periodic Hamiltonian system to connect spectral
invariants (with bulk deformation), symplectic quasi-states, quasimorphism to the Lagrangian Floer theory (with bulk deformation).
The authors use this open-closed Gromov-Witten-Floer theory to
produce new examples. Using the calculation of Lagrangian Floer
cohomology with bulk, they produce examples of compact
symplectic manifolds which admits uncountably many
independent quasi-morphisms . They also obtain a new
intersection result for the Lagrangian submanifold in .
The Grothendieck Inequality Revisited American
Mathematical Soc.
In this paper the author studies elliptic PDEs on compact GromovHausdorﬀ limit spaces of Riemannian manifolds with lower Ricci
curvature bounds. In particular the author establishes continuities
of geometric quantities, which include solutions of Poisson's
equations, eigenvalues of Schrödinger operators, generalized
Yamabe constants and eigenvalues of the Hodge Laplacian, with
respect to the Gromov-Hausdorﬀ topology. The author applies
these to the study of second-order diﬀerential calculus on such
limit spaces.
One-Dimensional Empirical Measures, Order Statistics, and
Kantorovich Transport Distances American Mathematical Soc.
Let G be a reductive group over the ﬁeld F=k((t)), where k is an
algebraic closure of a ﬁnite ﬁeld, and let W be the (extended)
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aﬃne Weyl group of G. The associated aﬃne Deligne–Lusztig
varieties Xx(b), which are indexed by elements b∈G(F) and x∈W,
were introduced by Rapoport. Basic questions about the varieties
Xx(b) which have remained largely open include when they are
nonempty, and if nonempty, their dimension. The authors use
techniques inspired by geometric group theory and combinatorial
representation theory to address these questions in the case that
b is a pure translation, and so prove much of a sharpened version
of a conjecture of Görtz, Haines, Kottwitz, and Reuman. The
authors' approach is constructive and type-free, sheds new light
on the reasons for existing results in the case that b is basic, and
reveals new patterns. Since they work only in the standard
apartment of the building for G(F), their results also hold in the padic context, where they formulate a deﬁnition of the dimension
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of a p-adic Deligne–Lusztig set. The authors present two
immediate applications of their main results, to class polynomials
of aﬃne Hecke algebras and to aﬃne reﬂection length.
Spectral Invariants with Bulk, Quasi-Morphisms and Lagrangian
Floer Theory American Mathematical Soc.
Motivated by the maximal subgroup problem of the ﬁnite classical
groups the authors begin the classiﬁcation of imprimitive
irreducible modules of ﬁnite quasisimple groups over algebraically
closed ﬁelds K. A module of a group G over K is imprimitive, if it is
induced from a module of a proper subgroup of G. The authors
obtain their strongest results when char(K)=0, although much of
their analysis carries over into positive characteristic. If G is a
ﬁnite quasisimple group of Lie type, they prove that an
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imprimitive irreducible KG-module is Harish-Chandra induced.
This being true for \rm char(K) diﬀerent from the deﬁning
characteristic of G, the authors specialize to the case char(K)=0
and apply Harish-Chandra philosophy to classify irreducible
Harish-Chandra induced modules in terms of Harish-Chandra
series, as well as in terms of Lusztig series. The authors
determine the asymptotic proportion of the irreducible
imprimitive KG-modules, when G runs through a series groups of
ﬁxed (twisted) Lie type. One of the surprising outcomes of their
investigations is the fact that these proportions tend to 1, if the
Lie rank of the groups tends to inﬁnity. For exceptional groups G
of Lie type of small rank, and for sporadic groups G, the authors
determine all irreducible imprimitive KG-modules for arbitrary
characteristic of K.
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